
A Statistical Link between Learning andEvolutionBrendan Kitts �Center for Complex Systems,Brandeis University, Waltham, MA 02254.brendy@cs.brandeis.eduAbstractWidely replicated experimental �ndings show that faced with mul-tiple variable reward outcomes, animals sample each proportional totheir mean payo�. This �nding is explained computationally usingthe Holland theorem, in which this style of sampling is optimal givencertain assumptions about the distribution. Other adaptive phenom-ena which seem to be consistent with this law are discussed, and it issuggested that the 'adaptive problem' may be broadly similar acrossdi�erent domains.1 Response Matching: A curious behaviouralconstantThe matching law was �rst uncovered by Richard Herrnstein in operant con-ditioning experiments in the 1950s. Herrnstein was examining how pigeonsbehave on a concurrent reinforcement schedule pecking at two response keys,k1 and k2. Reinforcement was supplied at a di�erent rate for each key, givenby r1 (k1) and r2 (k2). Herrnstein found that the relative frequency of re-sponding, b1 to k1 and b2 to k2 was equal to the relation:b1b2 / r1r2 (1)�supported by ONR grant no. N00014-95-1-07591



Soon after this result research into the area exploded, with the same�nding replicated with only small deviations across a number of labs, prepa-rations and species (for a good survey see Baum, 1979). For many yearshowever, the �nding remained puzzling, as given two rewards it would seemthat a higher overall reward could be achieved just by sampling the higher-payo� alternative. Why do animals continue to sample from both at thesespeci�c frequencies? The answer may be found in a sampling theorem derivedfrom the genetic algorithms literature some 25 years later.2 The Holland TheoremThe problem of maximising payo� from two or more stochastic processes isa classic problem, which may be formalised as a K-armed bandit problem.Imagine a person walks into a room with K slot machines, each of which maybe biased di�erentially. The problem is to maximise this person's expectedpayo� from these machines, from an outlay of only N trials (or coins).One strategy might be to simply allocate all the trials to the machinewith the highest observed payo�, say after t trials. Unfortunately, if afterthis time, the machine's payo� was the result of some "lucky pulls", thenby settling on this machine our person can expect to incur a loss over thefollowing trials equal to N (u1 � u2), ie. the di�erence between the meanof the true best and selected choice, multiplied by every trial the erroneoussampling is performed.Holland (1975) investigated this scenario in the context of trying to de-velop a search strategy for genetic algorithms (where di�erent individuals hadvarious payo�s, and the algorithm had to decide which individuals should beretained as good solutions). The theoretical result he derived would showthat payo� could be maximised by sampling at an exponentially higher ratebetween an observed higher and lower payo� alternative, and this can beapproximated by sampling proportional to �tness.3 Optimal allocation of trialsAssume we have N trials to allocate between two random variables. Let K(1)be the observed highest payo�, and K(2) be the observed second highest, withobserved means u1 > u2 and variances �21 and �22. We now want to choosesome value of n trials to allocate to K(2) and N � n trials to K(1) so as tominimise future expected loss. 2



3.1 TheoremExpected loss is minimised when N � n = p8� � b � ehb�2n+lg n2 i, which isapproximated by setting N � n / observed payo� K(1).3.2 ProofThe loss equation which expresses how much we loose from dividing N � nand n trials between the two random variables, is equal toL(N � n; n) = [q(N � n; n)(N � n) + (1 � q(N � n; n))n]ju1 � u2j (2)where q is the probability that the observed best so far is actually secondbest. This follows from the standard formulation in decision theory. The lossequation states that our expected loss will be equal to (trials expended onbest * probability that its second best) + (trials expended on second best *probability that its the best), multiplied by the di�erence between the meansof the best and second best. Our task is to select n which minimises L. Wewill do this as follows: First we will determine q, which involves calculatingit using Bayes rule and getting its value over repeated samples using theCentral Limit Theorem. We will then put this value into our loss equation,L, set dLdn = 0, and solve to �nd the value of n which minimises L.3.2.1 derive Bayes expression for q(N � n; n)We �rst break q(N � n; n) into a Bayes probability density, which involvesintroducing the following quantities:q0 = Pr(K 0 = K(2)jK 0 = K1) This is the probability that K 0 is observedto be the second highest, given that its actually the best. This probabilitycan also be restated as q0 = Pr( 1n Pn1 K1 < 1N�nPN�n1 K2) which means thatthe mean payo�s for K1 are less than the mean payo�s for K2.q00 = Pr(K 0 = K(2)jK 0 = K2) This is the probability that K 0 is observedto be the second highest, given that it is second highest.p = Pr(K 0 = K1) The prior probability (a priori bias) that the variableK 0 is the best. Without additional information we will eventually just writethis as 0.5.1 � p = Pr(K 0 = K2) The prior probability that K 0 is second best. Thevalue for 1 � p = 0:5.By Bayes theorem, we write the probability for q asq(N � n; n) = q0pq0p+ q00(1� p) (3)3



3.2.2 use the Central Limit Theorem to show that over series oftrials, q0 approaches normalBy the central limit theorem, 1N�n PN�n1 K2 (payo� from actual second high-est) approaches a normal distribution with mean u2 and variance �22N�n . 1nPn1 K1(payo� from actual highest) approaches normal with mean u1 and variance�21n . The di�erence between these two normal distributions (giving us theprobability that the mean payo�s fromK1 < K2 or Pr( 1n Pn1 K1 < 1N�n PN�n1 K2),is equal to a normal with mean u1 � u2 and variance �21n + �22N�n . Thus q0 orPr( 1n Pn1 K1 � 1N�n PN�n1 K2 < 0) the probability that K(1) achieves an av-erage payo� less than K(2) is equal to N [(u1 � u2); (�21n + �22N�n)], or whennormalised to mean 0 and unit variance (z-score),q0 = N [ u1 � u2r�21n + �22N�n ] (4)3.2.3 introduce equation for normal and drop small termsThe tail of a normal is equal to 1p2� � e�x22x . Therefore, substituting in theparameters of our normal distribution for q0 (??) we derive the expansionq0 = 1p2� � q�21n + �22N�nu1�u2 � e 12 �(u1�u2)2q�21n + �22N�n . Analogous to the above derivation of q0,we can also derive q00, obtaining: q00 = 1p2� � q �21N�n+�22nu1�u2 � e 12 �(u1�u2)2q �21N�n+ �22n .By inspection, as n increases, both q0 and 1 � q00 decrease exponentially,becomming very small. Therefore we can approximate the Bayes expressionfor q (??) as q0pq0p+q00(1�p) � q0( p1�p). With the assumption that p = 0:5 (ourprior knowledge about each), we getq(N � n; n) � q0 (5)3.2.4 Find n at dLdt = 0We want to know how the expected loss changes with respect to an increaseor decrease in n. By setting this to zero, we can �nd the value of n whichmaximises L.dLdn = ju1�u2j[�q+(N�n) ddnq+1�q�n dqdn] = ju1�u2j[(1�2q)+(N�2n) dqdn]= ju1 � u2j[(1� 2q) + (N � 2n)q x2+12n ]4



when dLdt = 0 we get 0 = (1 � 2q) � N�2n2n q(x2 + 1), or N�2n2n = 1�2qq(x2+1).Expanding using our value for q, (??) (q � q0) this becomes N�2nn = 2�1p2�u1�u2 �1pn � e (u1�u2)2n2�21 . Introducing b = �1(u1 � u2) for simpli�cation, we obtainour solution N � n = p8� � b � e b�2n+lg n2 . This veri�es the �rst part of thetheorem. It can be observed that since the cost of the RHS (trials allocatedto the observed poorer alternative) grows exponentially faster than LHS,then N � n, the trials allocated to the better observed variable, should beincreased exponentially compared to n in order to maintain the equality.Without worrying too much about the precise order of growth, this will bethe case when ddtN � n = cK(1) since K(1) > K(2). Thus, a sampling regimein which N � n is sampled proportional to the observed payo� of K(1) willapproximately minimise loss.4 Biological applications of the theoremThe Hebbian neural learning rule (or "outstar") can provide a neurally plau-sible implementation of the matching algorithm. Consider elements of a setof behaviours, b 2 B each with an associated probability of being selected,P (b). After sampling, a reward R(b) is calculated. Probability of selectioncan be increased as follows (Grossberg, 1975; Levy and Desmond, 1985):dPdt = [R(b)� P (b)]� (6)where � is an arbitrary constant 1 � � � 0. In the limit, the probabilitiesP (b) of response approach the true reward of the environment R(b). At anytime therefore, sampling of behaviour is proportional to reward.The theorem also crops up in some intriguing biological areas. Accordingto modern evolutionary theory, evolution works by organisms reproducingproportional to their �tness. If this is true, then there may be an impor-tant similarity between ethology and evolution: both use the same samplingmethod.5 ConclusionIts heartening that a signi�cant behaviourist �nding from the 1950s, whichspurred research and then lay almost forgotten in the intervening paradigm5



shifts, could 40 years later be explained in terms of sampling optimality. In-deed, the only mention of Herrnstein's (widely replicated) data today that theauthor has been aware of, was in passing as an example of the brain's "puz-zling" disposition towards contiguity in a modern neuroscience text (Thomp-son, 1993; pp. 343). The contempory work of John Holland and others inthe neural networks and statistics communities provides an excellent exam-ple of the importance of basic mathematical research, and its potential tocross-fertilize with other disciplines and lead to "deep understandings" ofseemingly disparate processes.References[1] Baum, W. (1979), "Matching, undermatching, and overmatching in stud-ies of choice", Journal of the Experimental Analysis of Behaviour, Vol.32, No. 2, pp. 269-281.[2] Grossberg, S. (1976), "On the Development of Feature Detectors in theVisual Cortex with Applications to Learning and Reaction-Di�usion Sys-tems", Biological Cybernetics, Vol. 21, pp. 145-159.[3] Herrnstein, R. (1958), "Some factors inuencing behaviour in a two-response situation", Transactions of the New York Academy of Science,Vol. 21, pp. 35-45.[4] Holland, J. (1992), Adaptation in Natural and Arti�cial Systems, Univer-sity of Michigan Press, Ann-Arbor.[5] Levy, W. and Desmond, N. (1985), "The Rules of Elemental SynapticPlasticity", from Levy, W., Anderson, J. and Lehmkuhle, S. (eds), Synap-tic Modi�cation, Neuron Selectivity, and Nervous System Organisation,Lawrence Erlbaum Associates.[6] Thompson, R. (1993), The Brain, W.H.Freeman and Co., New York.
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